It is generally accepted that helical magnetic ordering in rare-earth metals and alloys is attributed to the indirect RKKY exchange interaction [I] between localized 4f spins through the conduction electrons (sf exchange interaction). The helical turn angle corresponds to the wavevector that gives the maximum qdependent susceptibility X (q) of conduction electrons; the angle is hence sensitive to the band character. Elliot and Wedgwood [2] studied, on the basis of the free electron model, the redistribution of conduction electrons across the energy gaps at the boundary of the superzone produced by the helical magnetic order. For rare earth metals, however, the situation differs from that of the free electron model. Rcently, Kaino and Kasuya [3] showed the effect of the non-linear s-f exchange interaction through a flat part of the Fermi surface, on the helical-ferromagnetic phase transition in rare-earth alloys.
The properties of the 5d6s band character such as the geometry of the Fermi surface, the number of carriers, the density of states at the Fermi level etc. are important factors in understanding the exchange interaction mechanism in rare-earth metals. The effects of pressure on the helical turn angle and on the magnetic ordering temperature can be observed through a change in the conduction band; the effects will give important information, although the precise experimental data of the Fermi surface are not yet sufficient for rare-earth metals.
A high-pressure cell of hot-pressed A1203 cylinder was designed by Onodera et al. [4] . A single crystal of holmium prepared with a usual strain-anneal method was placed in an aluminium micro-capsule together with a single crystal of NaCl; the pressure was calibrated by measuring the lattice compression of NaC1. The neutron diffraction experiment under high pressure was carried out by using a double-axis diffractometer at KUR; the wavelength of monochromatized neutrons was 1.006 A, the X / 2 contamination being not more than 0.2 % . The pressure dependence of helical turn angles is almost linear above 30 K; below 30 K, on the other hand, the initial derivative of the turn angle with pressure becomes large and seems to approach a smaller constant value above 0.7 GPa.
The non-linear pressure dependence of the helical turn angle below 30 K would reflect a ripid disappearance of the flat Ferrni surface when the pressure increases. This suggests that the non-linear s-f exchange interaction with a flat Fermi surface predicted by Kaino and Kasuya for holmium below 20 K disappears at high pressures.
BeIow 20 K the helical turn angles are temperature independent; the lock-in turn angles are 31°, 36O, 40' and 41' at 0.1 Mpa, 0.7 GPa, 1.6 GPa and 2.1 GPa, respectively. Recent experiments of magnetic scattering with synchrotron radiation have shown the presence of spin slips in the helical magnetic structure of holmium [8] . That is, a clustering of the helical turn angles was observed around 20 K, 30" (wavevector = 2/10), 33.33 (5127) and 32.73 (2111) and the last peak was due to a modulation of the lattice by spin defect. All the observed lock-in turn angles 31°, 36' (2/10), 40" (219) and 41" should be commensurate with the crystal lattice. The turn angles 31" and 41" can be attributed to a structure with a spin defect for every 36 layers: the values respectively correspond to 3 periods of 12 layers, 6/35, and 4 periods of 9 layers, 8/35. The resolution of the present experiment is not sufficient for distingushing a periodic spin slip from a random one.
